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StockDirect is an innovative company established
to enhance producer returns through leveraging
technology and reducing value chain costs.

We recognise that Australian livestock producers
operate in a high cost environment and sell into
an increasingly competitive global market.
Innovation is necessary to reduce value chain
costs and improve producer profitability.
StockDirect is investing in new technology and
systems that will greatly reduce supply chain
costs and allow producers to achieve improved
farm gate returns.
By streamlining the current farm gate to end user
value chain, it will dramatically improve the
sustainability and profitability of the red meat
industry, with the opportunity to reduce value

chain costs by in excess of
$300 million annually.
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VISION

BENEFITS

StockDirects vision is to be a pioneer in livestock
marketing, with a focus on driving change for the
better.
Our platform will drive improvements in
productivity by enabling the move away from
saleyards and price averaging systems towards a
future of electronic data exchange capability
systems. The platform will become a centralised
database for suppliers to keep track of all your
paperwork and sales records. 

Industry leadership is necessary

The biggest non-economic challenge facing our
industry is cultural change. StockDirect is
motivated to drive improved collaboration and
transparency in a whole of supply
chain approach.

The current transaction process is highly
fragmented and inefficient, driving up costs and
reducing product integrity. We aim to reduce
supply chain costs by electing the least cost
pathway to market- directly from producer to
processor.

We don’t believe you should have to choose
between fair prices and your peace of mind, that’s
why we work with processors and buyers to bring
you price transparency and competition for your
livestock. Having prices centralised on one, easy
to use platform offers a level of convenience and
peace of mind knowing you’re getting a fair deal
for your livestock. Backed by our secure payment
system, you can sleep easy when you sell
through StockDirect.

Accessing multiple buyers in the
marketplace ensures you receive greater
competition on your livestock, without the
need to sell through physical saleyards.
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